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6. Abstract 

Presented thesis is divided into two main sections containing subsections. One of the 

main purposes of this thesis is to discuss income of entrepreneurs, natural persons and 

natural persons with further income from other kind of self-employment. The first part 

focuses mainly on describing the tax itself and centres on individual components of tax, 

which are the subjects to tax, tax base, tax rate and tax due date while the most 

detailed description is given to the subjects to tax which is income of entrepreneurs 

according to the Act No. 586/1992 Coll., Income Tax Act, Agricultural Income Tax Act, 

Entrepreneurial Income Tax Act and Tax Act involving income from further self-

employment such as income of lawyers, accountants, tax consultants, auditors, dentists 

and notaries and income of partners owing incorporation or limited company. In 

addition, the income from further self-employment as a income from copyrights and 

rights connected to this including income from publishing, copying  of literal pieces, 

providing industrial or intellectual property, income from independent occupation 

which is neither   trade nor business under the special regulation, income of experts, 

interpreters, team contract agents, arbitrators,  insolvency administrators including 

income from the activity of the preliminary insolvency administrator, deputy trustee, 

separate trustee and separate trustee, that are not trade or business under a special 

legal regulation, and income from rental property included in the commercial property 

are described.  Some chapters emphasizes  the disrepancy in Income Tax Act or the 

author of  this thesis has a different opinion and suggests de lege ferenda different law 

to be used. When it comes to the list of the descripted occupations making an income 

from other kinds of self-employment, independence, continuity and action of 

enterpreneur under his responsibility while main interest is making a profit are also 

discussed. However this does not mean profit must be achieved. Crucial role plays 

motivation and effort to make  a profit. The thesis further discusses the opportunities 

and the ways of recording tax income. Self-employed legal or natural person doing 
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further self-empoying activity  who does not have a obligation to record an accountancy 

according to an Act No. 563/1991 Coll. can choose whether will  follow the way thru  

fixed expenses or real expenses. The decision of recording accountancy or recording of 

a tax evidence must be made afterwards. Chapter dealing with fixes expenses also 

describes the advantageas and the disadvantages of  choosing  fixed expenses  and 

compares Acts between the Czech and Slovakia Republic. The changes of procentual 

rate with a time are also mentioned, due to their gradual increase. Last chapter of 

general part of presented thesis is about tax administrators.  Special part of this thesis is 

devoted to the tax costs with focus on depreciation of the property. First chapter of the 

special part deals with tax expenses in general,  discusses what can and can not be 

treated as a tax expense, aiming to this jurisprudence is also stated. Chapter about the 

depreciation of the property firstly describes  the meaning of this act itself.  Followingly, 

the subject of the depreciation of the property which can be according to the Income 

Tax Act understood in two ways is discussed. The subject of the deprecation is current 

and non-current  asset. Chapters about the current and non-current  asset describes the 

asset which can be excluded of deprivation and  determines the amount to be deprived. 

In addition, the ways of classification into classes of depreciable are described and 

mostly in second depreciation class also code of classification of   construction works is 

also mentioned. Different methods of depreciation of the property are also described. 

The author of this thesis recommend inovation de lege ferenda in changing of the 

classification into depreciation classes according to CC-CPA, which would better 

respond the needs of technical progress. 

 


